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INFLATION AND DEVALUATION EXPECTATIONS AS PUBLIC TRUST
INDICATOR TO THE CENTRAL BANK: CASE OF UKRAINE
Abstract. This paper discusses the importance of emotional drivers of decisionmaking by economic agents for central bank’s policy implementation. Consumer and
business expectations can be an important leading indicator by providing information about
current and future consumption growth. This paper encompasses conceptual framework for
understanding inflation and devaluation expectations of business and consumers as public
trust indicators in the central bank in Ukraine. It has been highlighted that decline in trust
in the central bank means that market participants have doubts about the consistency of
monetary policy, its objectives and the professionalism of management. Since one of the
reasons for pessimistic economic mood of Ukrainian business and consumers is the lack of
public trust in Ukrainian authorities, authors focus on evaluation of the relationship
between political trust and trust in the National Bank of Ukraine. Moreover, it was
empirically proven close relationship between devaluation expectations of business and
trust in the government and the Parliament of Ukraine. Conducting a survey on the business
expectations including inflation and devaluation ones is very important as central bank can
build monetary policy based not only on real indicators but on expectations also.
JEL Classification: G20, G21, E50.
Introduction.
The issue of restoring and supporting economic growth remains one of the urgent
ones for both advanced and emerging countries. A decade on from the global financial
crisis points to low effectiveness of the already taken measures and actions and mismatch
of old approaches, methods and instruments of policy-making to the new realities of
economic development in the 21st century.
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This, in turn, leads to the search and consideration of new determinants affecting the
economic development. One of these areas for inclusion in the neoclassical and NewKeynesian economic models (for example, dynamic stochastic general equilibrium) is the
behavioral economy studying the influence of cognitive and emotional drivers on decisionmaking by economic agents and their consequences for the market and policy. The emotional
determinant has become widespread with the term “sentiments” defined as “attitude, opinion
or judgment based on feelings” and is used to describe the views of the economic agent on
future economic development. In turn it is reflected in the current economic decisions and
influences future economic dynamics through the waves of optimism and pessimism.
It should be noted that idea of agents’ expectations impact on economy dynamics is
not new in economic theory dating back to Beveridge (1909), Clark (1917), Pigou (1927)
and Keynes (1936). Nowadays economic expectations (including consumer sentiments and
business expectations) can be considered to reflect public trust in the economy. The global
financial crisis has been associated with trust crisis featuring credit freeze at many financial
markets, the loss of financial institutions’ reputation, lack of transparency in financial
reporting, collapse of public confidence and trust [1-4]. Public trust becomes crucial for
economic dynamics and financial market activity when legal enforceable contracts are
absent and confidence in market structures is undermined. This paper aims to show the
essence of economic expectations as an indicator of public trust as well as the rationale for
the inflation and devaluation expectations’ usage as an indicator of public trust in the central
bank. Moreover, approach to evaluate the relationship of political trust and trust in the
National Bank of Ukraine is presented by this paper.
1. Economic expectations as an indicator of public mood and trust.
The Consumer Sentiment Index (nowadays widespread as the Michigan Consumer
Sentiment Index, MCSI), introduced in 1946 by a professor of the University of Michigan,
aimed at research public mood and based on monthly surveys of several hundred
respondents in USA. The Central Bank of Philadelphia has been conducting surveys not
only among households and firms, but also among expert forecasters on a quarterly basis
since 1968. The Central Bank estimates inflation expectations in Philadelphia based on
questions about price changes, personal consumer spending and GDP dynamic. European
practice of consumer surveys begins in1985, conducted by the European Commission in
general and every member of the European Union in particular. For example, the
Netherlands and the European Commission agreed on the consumer confidence index’ s
usage to measure Dutch consumers’ views on their own financial circumstances as well as
on the development of the Dutch economy in general.
At the same time, the concept of “confidence” as a kind of emotional determinant is
used from the standpoint of a rational approach and based on objective information, while the
concept of “trust” is predominantly based on the subjective information due to the uncertainty
of the economic and social environment and, consequently, irrational behavior [5,6].
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Confidence, like trust, is a qualitative category of emotional origin. The high level
of confidence of economic agents expresses optimism about the future prospects of the
economic development, otherwise – pessimism. Consumer confidence is a key
determinant of economic behavior – consumer spending, savings and borrowing. Business
confidence forms the basis of business expectations evaluating the development of the
enterprise and the factors that have a direct impact on it. In general, they relate to changes
in the financial and economic condition of the enterprise and their future economic
activity. Expectations’ in economics refers to the forecasts or views that agents’ decision
encompass future prices, sales, incomes, taxes and other key variables.
Gfk Ukraine as marketing company, National Bank of Ukraine as central bank,
Institute of economic research and political consultation have been conducting research on
consumer and business sentiments in Ukraine. National bank of Ukraine is responsible for
the research of business sentiments on quarterly basis. It is the source of relevant market
information that enables central bank to make smarter decisions in monetary policy.
Monetary policy requires operatively and various information, which is not always
compiled by the statistics department. In this peculiar way, the Central Bank
communicates with the real sector of economy [7]. Gfk Ukraine is responsible for the
research of consumer sentiments through the Consumer Sentiment Index. Experts of Gfk
Ukraine conduct a survey of consumer confidence identifying the following indexes:
Index of Inflation Expectations; Index of Consumer Confidence; Index of Economic
Expectations; Index of Expectations of Changes in Unemployment; Index of the Current
Situation. Consumer Sentiment Index is calculated as the proportion of positive responses
is subtracted from the proportion of negative and in order to avoid the appearance of
negative values adding 100 to this difference. The Consumer Sentiment Index calculates
the average arithmetic method of the above five indexes [8].
Figure 1 shows the dynamics of consumer confidence of households in Ukraine,
determined through a random survey of domestic households. The poll involves 1,000
individuals aged 16+. Due to the political developments in April 2014 Autonomous
Republic of Crimea was excluded from the sample of consumer confidence research in
Ukraine. In Donetsk and Luhansk regions, surveys were conducted only on territories
controlled by Ukraine. As it can be seen all indices of expectations about country’s
economic development over last seven years experienced the most significant changes.
Despite peak of 86% in 2013 the economic expectations of Ukraine's households are
57.5% in 2018. This reflects the critical attitude of the population to the current economic
situation in the country and households’ confidence in the economy of Ukraine is falling
every year. A number of factors, such as a sharp increase in gas price and other housing
and communal services, wage arrears, inflation growth and national currency’s
devaluation had a negative impact on consumer confidence last year pointing pessimistic
mood of consumers in Ukraine.
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Fig. 1. Dynamics of the Consumer Confidence Index in Ukraine [8]
Business expectations index, based on enterprises survey results of the prospects of
their development in the next 12 months, is used by investors on financial markets,
entrepreneurs planning their activities and authorities by making decisions through
economic policy implementation. The index of business expectations for the third quarter
of 2018 was about 117.2%, the lowest index was registered in 2014 (96.1%), while the
peak of negative economic sentiments of business was observed from the third quarter of
2014 to the third quarter of 2015 (Figure 2).
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Fig. 2. Dynamics of the business expectations index in Ukraine [7]
Firstly, for seven years there was a sharp decrease for all indicators of business
activity of enterprises in Ukraine in March 2014. Enterprises were not able to increase
their production, most of all it was affected by the unstable political situation, significant
fluctuations in the national currency exchange rate and too high prices for energy, raw
materials and other materials.
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INDEX VALUE (1966=100)

Figure 3 shows the data from the University of Michigan. Consumer confidence in
December of 2018 remains at the same record levels as in previous months. The
Consumer Sentiment Index is 98.4% on average in 2018, which is the best indicator for
the latest research periods for the United States of America. According to data from the
German marketing company GfK the consumer climate index in Europe reached highest
level since 2007.
The Consumer Sentiment Index is positive, especially among consumers in Spain
and Italy, and less level of trust is expressed in Germany, France and Belgium.
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Fig. 3. Dynamics of the Consumer Sentiment Index in USA [9]
During the last quarter of 2014, the growth of employment and the decline in oil
prices led to an increase in household income to a level that was not observed before the
crisis. At the same time, low energy prices contributed to the growth of consumer
confidence also. Thus, the economic mood of Ukrainians is low, and one of the reasons
for this is the lack of public trust in Ukrainian authorities. Consumer and business
expectations can be an important leading indicator by providing information about current
and future consumption growth. Monitoring consumer sentiments and business
expectations can be useful for policy makers.
2. Inflation and devaluation expectations an indicator of public trust in the
central bank.
The functioning of economic institutions in a democratic society, including central
banks, requires public trust. Trust in economic institutions is particularly important in
times of crisis when uncertainty about further development is growing. At the European
Union level citizens' trust in national central banks has reached a historic low level since
September 2008 – about 38%. Among European countries, the lowest level of trust is
observed among Greek citizens, where only 13% respondents trust financial institutions,
namely the ECB; trust is low among German residents also – only 38%. But trust in the
ECB in the post-crisis period exceeds the actual level of confidence in national
governments and parliaments that were already low before the financial crisis.
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For the central bank policy, the level of public trust serves as an institutional
limitation in case of its low level or as a stimulator for the effectiveness of monetary
policy – in the case of a high level of public trust.
The mechanism of public trust influence on the independence of central banks is
underlined in the study of Berggren N. [10], where it is empirically proven that the
independence of the central bank is a requirement of society: in countries with high levels of
trust between citizens, it is easily achievable in the conditions of power delegation to an
independent body, and in countries with low level of trust - it is an instrument (institution)
that guarantees achievement of goals in the conditions of mistrust to politicians. Therefore a
positive correlation between the level of public trust and the independence of the central
bank is proven.
Moreover, public trust in the central bank as an economic and political institution of
the country is of great relevance also. This is explained by the fact that, firstly, reputation
and credibility in the conduct of monetary policy is quite significant (Finn Kydland and
Edward Prescott, 1977) [11] and R. Barro and D. Gordon (Robert Barro and David Gordon,
1983) [12]. A low level of trust is a significant obstacle for monetary policy developers.
Besides, loss of trust can provoke reducing the functionality of the central bank and
political support leading to strengthening state control over monetary policy. Trust in the
central bank defines the limits of the legitimacy and political independence of this financial
institution. A certain level of public trust in central banks can be decisive for maintaining
their legitimacy. In this case, a high level of public trust in the central bank can be
characterized as a basis for raising the level and guaranteeing the independence of the
central bank. Consequently a reduction in trust could endanger the independence of the
central bank. Loss of trust in the central bank will make it vulnerable to political influence
as well as reduce the effectiveness of monetary regulation. Based on these conclusions, it is
important for monetary policy makers to understand and identify the determinants that
caused loss of public trust. The importance of assessing the trust in central bank is driven by
the fact that it should ensure the stability of the national currency, minimize inflation in
order to create favorable conditions for economic growth and promote the development of
the banking system. Trust in the central bank implies confidence of respondents in
achieving their goals of monetary policy [13].
Among the key determinants of public trust in central bank are macroeconomic and
social ones. Macroeconomic factors represented by “traditional” macroeconomic variables
including inflation, unemployment, and per capita GDP. The appropriateness of the chosen
factors is determined by the functional power of central banks: in the case of inflation – in
most countries, the main goal of the central banks is to ensure price stability, therefore
citizens are convinced that the central bank is responsible for reaching the planned level of
inflation, and therefore the deviation of inflation from the planned target in theory has a
negative impact on the credibility of the central bank.
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In the case of per capita GDP growth and unemployment, the secondary goal of the
functioning of central banks is to promote a common economic policy, such as “balanced
economic growth” and “full employment”. Thus, it can be assumed that citizens believe that
the responsibility of the central bank also extends to the rate of change in GDP per capita
and unemployment, and consequently the growth of unemployment and the decrease of
GDP per capita growth can have a negative impact on the trust in the central bank. Most
scholars include classical macroeconomic variables in their models [14, 15]. In the models
proposed by researchers, confidence in the ECB is assessed as a function of inflation, GDP
per capita growth, unemployment and other important control variables.
According to a reserach by F. Roth, D. Gros, F. Novak-Lehmann D. [16], as
predicted theoretically, it was proven that GDP growth per capita positively affects trust in
the ECB, and inflation and unemployment are negatively affected. Growth of GDP per
capita by 1% increases trust in the ECB by 1.4%, and the rise in inflation and
unemployment reduces it by 0.65% and 1.99% respectively. However, the impact of
economic growth depends entirely on the pre-crisis period, and the impact of inflation and
unemployment is exclusively due to the crisis period. So, researchers have proposed ways to
increase trust in the ECB changing the main goal of ECB activities – guaranteeing price
stability in order to ensure the realization of its secondary goal aims to promote economic
growth and employment. In future ECB must ensure an efficient balance between financial
and price stability to promote economic growth and employment.
Similar results are presented by S. Valti [17] concluding that higher unemployment
and a decline in inflation rates from the planned, consistent with price stability, also reduce
trust in the central bank. Raising the unemployment rate by one percentage point reduces
the net trust level to approximately equivalent amount, and the deviation of one percentage
point of inflation, which is consistent with price stability, reduces the net confidence level
by 1.5 percentage points.
Some results [14] clearly show that the level of current inflation is important for
public trust in the ECB. Data from the calculations carried out by researchers show that,
unlike expectations, the change in unemployment is not largely due to trust in the ECB. This
is due to the fact that people's assessment of changes in the level of unemployment may be
different, which is due to the initial level of unemployment in the economy. For example, an
increase of 2 percentage points can be regarded as disastrous in an economy in which the
unemployment rate was 2% before. That is, for this country, in fact, there will be a doubling
of the absolute number of unemployed. On the contrary, an economy in which about 20% of
the unemployed can not worry about an increase of 2 percentage points, resulting in a
relative change of only 10%. Therefore, as the researchers point out, only the level of
unemployment has a significant impact on the credibility of the central bank, but not its
change.
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According to Dirk Bursian and Sven Fürth research [18], the results of the study
show that real GDP growth has a positive effect on the credibility of the central bank, while
public debt, government bond yields, and unemployment are negatively linked to trust. In
particular, an increase in real GDP growth by 1.0% means an increase in the trust in the
ECB by 1.0%. The growth of public debt reduces the expected probability of confidence.
For example, an increase in the Italian relative public debt from 106 per cent in 2008 to 119
per cent in 2010 would mean a decline in trust of about 1.3 per cent. With regard to the
yield of government bonds, the propensity to trust in the central bank is reduced by 3.0%,
taking into account the increase in yield by 1%. An increase in the unemployment rate by 1
percent leads to a 1.2 percent decline in trust in the ECB. However, it is surprising that
inflationary deviations from the target level do not play a role in building trust among
citizens in the central bank. Overall, the results of the study show that trust in the ECB can
be enhanced by improving the overall macroeconomic conditions in European countries.
To sum up, the higher level of unemployment and the deviation of the inflation rate
from the planned level, which corresponds to price stability, reduces net trust. And the
growth of GDP per capita only increases public trust in the central bank. It is worth not
forgetting that almost all countries of the world felt the impact of the financial crisis. As
most scholars state, the level of trust has declined significantly during periods of financial
crisis, so it can be assumed that the negative experience of the crisis has at least two
negative consequences. Firstly, it reduces trust in the financial sector threatening financial
stability. Secondly, it provokes decreasing in overall confidence which can reduce economic
growth. Therefore, an effective balance between financial and price stability should be
guaranteed to increase the level of trust in central banks, which, however, depends on the
level of inflation, GDP and unemployment.
In Ukraine the issue of public trust in political and economic institutions is quite
important. According to the results of a national research [19], starting from the end of
2015, the balance of trust/distrust in Ukraine to all institutions either unchanged, or on the
contrary worsened. According to the survey, the citizens of Ukraine show the greatest
distrust to the highest authorities including the National Bank of Ukraine. The level of
trust in the National Bank of Ukraine is extremely low according to opinion polls. Over
the past three years, the level of trust has decreased from 16.1% in 2016 to 14.1% in 2018.
The decline in trust in the National Bank of Ukraine is determined by low public trust in
commercial banks. Besides, main trust determinant of the National Bank of Ukraine
remains its actions. During last five years National bank of Ukraine has been conducted a
policy of “cleaning up the banking system”, the results of which were a reduction in the
number of banks by more than half. Another factor that will also affect to the level of trust
of the NBU is the depreciation of the national currency more than three times. The low
level of trust has continued since the 2008 financial crisis. Figure 4 shows determinants
affecting the level of trust in the National Bank.
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Inflation and devaluation expectations are important in assessing public trust in the
National Bank of Ukraine. The decline in trust in the central bank means that market
participants have doubts about the consistency of monetary policy, its objectives and the
professionalism of management. When the strategy of the central bank is transparent and
clear, the regulator deserves trust and the market expects that its actions will match with
the stated goals [20]. The relevance of the expectations’ research lies in the fact that the
inflation and devaluation expectations and inflation rates and the exchange rate in
particular are valuable for economic development and the social standards of living.
Expectations are a determinant of the actual level of inflation and the exchange rate of the
national currency playing a crucial role in the central bank's analysis of the current
situation in the economy. This gives the opportunity to predict the future value of inflation
and the dynamics of the national currency [22, p. 34]. Therefore, it is important to
monitor the mood of economic agents in the context of monetary policy implementation.
Trust-building drivers

Factors that reduce trust

 exchange rate stability;
 low and stable inflation;
 political and social stability in the country;
 effective banking supervision;
 availability and truthfulness of information
on the economic situation in the country and
financial system;
 banks’ performance and transparency,
including transparency of financial products

 negative experience for previous years;
 negative trends in the macroeconomic
dynamics;
 devaluation
expectations
that
reduce
confidence in the national currency;
 sharp fluctuations of inflation, generating
high inflationary expectations;
 low level of financial literacy of the
population

Trust in the Central Bank
Reputation
It depends on the
public attitude to
goals of central
bank and the history
of implementation

Key determinants

The independence
History of honesty

Predictability of the policy
implemented in accordance
with the statements of the
monetary authorities

 independence in
tasks’ setting and
implementation
 responsibility for
activities

Information
transparency
 Availability
of
information
 Complete coverage
 Integrity of information

Fig. 4. Determinants affecting the level of trust in the National Bank of Ukraine [13,
21]
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Inflation expectations are an important component for determining the short-term
dynamics of inflation. If they are not managed, they can become self-sufficient and this
will lead to significant losses for the economy. At that time, long-term inflation
expectations become an indicator of economic agents’ trust in the National Bank. If the
central bank has public trust, then it will be enough to carry out a small containment of
monetary policy. While central banks, which are not trusted, on the contrary, need their
policies to be directed in such a way as to influence these inflationary expectations [23].
Expectations in the economy are heterogeneous and show the extent to which they
differ from the price level of the inflation target, and therefore affect the credibility of
monetary policy. When these deviations are small, symmetrical and are near the target, it
is much easier to change the situation: just increase the time horizon of the analysis.
However, in the case of large economic shocks, the deviation can be so large that it can
lead to a loss of trust in monetary policy.
In recent years, in addition to inflation expectations, the level of business
expectations is also influenced by devaluation. In addition, the change in the exchange
rate is also considered one of the factors affecting the level of inflation expectations. The
central bank calculates the proportion of respondents, who expects depreciation of the
national currency – hryvnia and determines the average projected value of the hryvnia to
the dollar for the next period based on the results of surveys. Devaluation expectations are
important for the analysis, especially in the last 3-4 years, when the hryvnia exchange rate
changed every day and gained a record high value.
The devaluation expectations are mainly driven by seasonality, psychological factor
(expectations of the population and business about the future e through the exchange rate
values determined by the budget), and to some extent, the tactical mistakes of the
government and the central bank. Figure 5 shows the dynamics of the inflation
expectations index and actual inflation over the past seven years Ukraine.

Fig. 5. Dynamic of inflation and inflation expectations of Ukrainian business [7]
The graph shows that business expectations for changes in inflation in the future
reflecting the actual changes in inflation over the period under review. Since 2013,
inflation expectations have sharply risen, reaching their peak in 2015. Negative inflation
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expectations and actual inflation began to subside during the transition from active
military aggression to the frozen phase of the military conflict. Since 2016, the situation
has almost stabilized, but the general trend of perception of future changes in the country
remains moderately pessimistic. Next, we compare the index of devaluation expectations
and the dynamics of the actual hryvnia exchange rate to the dollar in Ukraine over the past
seven years (Fig. 6).
Correlation analysis between real inflation and business expectations for inflation
as well as between the expected hryvnia exchange rate and the real one finds that
correlation between these indicators is high (81% and 98%, respectively) indicating that
there is a statistical relationship between these two values.

Fig. 6. Dynamic of exchange rate and devaluation expectations of Ukrainian
business [7]
3. Political trust and trust in the National Bank of Ukraine linkages: approach
for evaluation.
As already mentioned, inflation expectations of economic agents play an important
role in setting prices and forming actual inflation. Therefore, it is of great importance to
analyze the determinants of inflation expectations. The key determinants are the exchange
rate of the hryvnia and business expectations about production costs increasing. The
socio-demographic factors are vital also, for example, small businesses with low incomes
usually expect inflation to rise. An important factor that has a negative impact is the
financial literacy of respondents. Although the latter factor can and should be influenced,
because it affects not only the effectiveness of the survey results, but also the citizens’
awareness in macroeconomic issues.
From a psychological point of view, many respondents are more likely to
remember the increase in prices for goods and services than the decline in prices or
slowdown in their growth for other goods and services. This makes inflation expectations
are often too high. Public confidence in the conduct of monetary policy is limited, as the
memory of citizens periodically happened macroeconomic shocks: crises, devaluations,
defaults, bankruptcies of credit institutions, different changing rate of interest etc. [24, p.
44-46].
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In the analysis of trust and monetary policy, inflation expectations can ignore other
important features of the inflation process, such as relative prices, especially for food and
energy, which are outside the direct control of the central bank [25, p. 19]. Since inflation
and the exchange rate are macroeconomic indicators, we consider it necessary to analyze
their relationship with such indicators like GDP, consumer prices and producer prices,
incomes and the exchange rate of currency. As a result of the correlation analysis, the
relationship between these indicators and devaluation expectations is very high, the closest
relationship is observed between expectations regarding the exchange rate and GDP. In
the situation with inflation expectations, they are closely related only to the level of
inflation.
At the same time, recent researches indicate a weak link between the level of
institutional trust and socio-economic dynamics in Ukraine. This indicates the
predominant influence of domestic political rather than socio-economic determinants of
trust. This fact is confirmed by the results of international studies also indicating that the
level of trust in institutions and the state in emerging countries is much lower than in
advanced countries. Therefore, empirical confirmation of the relationship between
political trust and trust in the National Bank of Ukraine becomes of great importance.
For Ukraine, the issue of trust in the government, the parliament of Ukraine, the
President, commercial banks, as the main representatives of the banking system, is very
important, especially when it comes to the basis of business expectations. Figure 7
demonstrates survey data on institutional trust in Ukraine by calculating general balance
of trust for each institution.
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Fig. 7. Balance of trust in the government, the Parliament, the President and
commercial banks in Ukraine, % [19,23]
The balance of trust was calculated as follows: the sum of the answers in the
categories “Predominantly trust” and “Quite trust” was deducted from the sum of the
answers in the categories “I don’t trust at all” and “Mostly I don’t trust”.
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Thus, the balance of trust can be either positive or negative, depending on what is
greater: the level of trust or distrust. Analyzing the results shown in figure 7, it can be
concluded that trust indicator in the President is changing most dynamically. At the same
time, there is an improvement in the dynamics of trust in all institutions after the elections
of both the President and the Parliament and the government. So after elections the
government receives a credit of public trust, which in the period between elections is
rapidly decreasing. The highest level of trust in these institutions is observed from 2006 to
2010 and after the change of power in 2014. Therefore, it can be argued that the level of
trust in the government is largely the result of trust in presidents. As for the trust in
commercial banks, their balance is much smaller than in other structures considered with
decreasing trend. Trust issues are closely linked to the central bank’s issues – if the
problem of distrust appeared in the bank, it is, first of all, the problem of higher
authorities. The factors contributing to the deterioration of public trust in banks can be
divided into macro- (based on the experience of the past years, the development of the
banking system as a whole, the deterioration of the main monetary indicators) and microlevel factors (based on the activities of each individual bank will depend on the quality of
service and transparency of the bank's policy).
The national Academy of Sciences of Ukraine offers various indicators for the
analysis of the survey on trust in different institutions. One of the common indicators is
the trust index, which is calculated by the following way [19]:
J =

,

(1)

where Jg – Trust index; а1 - share of those who fully trust the institution, а2 - share of
those who partially trust the institution, а3 - share of those who are undecided, а4 - share of those
who do not trust the institution, а5 - share of those who partially do not trust the institution.
Trust index is calculated on a 5-point scale and presented by Figure 8. There is
decreasing trend of the index from 2.29 points to 1.87 points for commercial banks and 1.85
points for the Government every year, and the index for the Parliament has changed most
dramatically: from 2.18 points in 2004 to 1.71 points in 2018. After checking the
relationship between real inflation and exchange rates with business expectations, we
analyze the relationship of trust in institutions and expectations. Table 1 presents the results
of the correlation analysis separately for each institution and by category of responses. We
can conclude that the closest relationship with significant coefficients is between
devaluation expectations and trust in the government and the parliament of Ukraine,
although for commercial banks the figure is also quite high. Moreover, the highest
coefficient concerns the category of “do not trust”, and back a strong connection to the
category of the part of the respondents who cannot be determined. Since the balance of trust
in institutions during the analyzed period was usually negative, it is obvious that the
category of people who do not trust at all has the closest connection in the correlation
analysis.
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Fig. 8. Trust index for commercial banks, the government and the Parliament of
Ukraine
Thus, the indicator of correlation ratio is probable, and the relationship is proved.
To sum up, the need to conduct a survey on the business expectations is very important as
National Bank of Ukraine can analyze and forecast indicators for the next year, and build
monetary policy based not only on real indicators but on expectations also. The analysis
showed that expectations are closely related to the real indicators of inflation and the
exchange rate of currency.
Table 1. The results of correlation analysis between Ukrainian business and trust in
institutions
Inflation
expectation

I don't trust
Mostly don't trust
Hard to say trust or not
Predominantly trust
Quite trust

-0,16
-0,13
0,21
0,06
-0,32

I don't trust
Mostly don't trust
Hard to say trust or not
Predominantly trust
Quite trust

-0,29
-0,44
0,30
0,36
0,19

I don't trust
Mostly don't trust
Hard to say trust or not
Predominantly trust
Quite trust

-0,31
-0,16
0,30
0,00
-0,28
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tcriteria
Devaluation
(tabl
expectations
=2,30)
Commercial banks
-0,45
0,63
-0,37
0,39
0,60
-0,65
0,17
-0,49
-0,95
-0,09
Government
-0,86
0,88
-1,39
0,40
0,89
-0,82
1,09
-0,42
0,55
-0,61
Parliament of Ukraine
-0,92
0,88
-0,46
0,37
0,89
-0,83
0,00
-0,25
-0,82
-0,26

tcriteria
(tabl
=2,30)

Business
expectati
ons

tcriteria
(tabl
=2,30)

2,29
1,20
-2,42
-1,59
-0,26

0,31
0,27
-0,40
-0,01
0,39

0,92
0,79
-1,23
-0,03
1,20

5,24
1,23
-4,05
-1,31
-2,18

0,07
0,33
-0,19
0,01
0,17

0,20
0,99
-0,55
0,03
0,49

5,24
1,13
-4,21
-0,73
-0,76

0,05
0,10
-0,15
0,35
0,39

0,14
0,28
-0,43
1,06
1,20
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The analytical part of this research confirmed a direct link between the increase in
inflation and the exchange rate of the national currency and the trust level in the
government, the Parliament and commercial banks of Ukraine (Fig.9). High fluctuations
in the analyzed indicators provokes deterioration in public trust in the government and the
Parliament, and somewhat less – in commercial banks.
Conclusions.
Сognitive and emotional drivers of decision-making by economic agents are
important for implementation of many government policies and programmes. They can be
an important leading indicator by providing information about current and future
consumption growth. Economic expectations (including both consumer sentiments and
business expectations) can be considered to reflect public trust in the economy. Analyzed
data point that economic mood of Ukrainians is mainly pessimistic, and one of the reasons
for this is the lack of public trust in Ukrainian authorities. Monitoring consumer
sentiments and business expectations can be useful for policy makers.
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Fig. 9. Political trust and trust in the National Bank of Ukraine linkages
Trust in central bank is particularly important in times of financial fragility and
necessity of price instability to create favorable conditions for economic growth and
promote the development of the banking system. Loss of trust in the central bank will make
it vulnerable to political influence as well as reduce the effectiveness of monetary
regulation. Inflation and devaluation expectations are of great relevance during assessing
public trust in the National Bank of Ukraine. The decline in trust in the central bank means
that market participants have doubts about the consistency of monetary policy, its objectives
and the professionalism of management.
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Conducted correlation analysis between inflation and the exchange rate with GDP,
consumer price index and other determinants revealed the impact of political factor (trust
in political institutions) on both devaluation and inflation expectations. It was found a
direct link between the increase in inflation and the exchange rate of the national currency
and the trust level in the government, the Parliament and commercial banks of Ukraine.
Moreover, it was empirically proven close relationship between devaluation expectations
and trust in the government and the Parliament of Ukraine. So, the need to conduct a
survey on the business expectations is very important as National Bank of Ukraine can
analyze and forecast indicators for the next year, and build monetary policy based not only
on real indicators but on expectations also.
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